Abstract-In this paper, the finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) method, boundary integral equation (BIE) method and sub-entire-domain (SED) basis functions are combined to analyze scatterings from finite periodic dielectric gratings. The wavelet method is used to reduce the number of inner product operations in calculating the mutual-impedance elements between the SED basis functions. In the numerical examples, the RCS curves obtained by the method in this paper are in good agreement with those obtained by the classical full-domain FDFD method, but the computational times are largely reduced and no large matrix equation needs to be stored and solved in the former.
INTRODUCTION
The finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) method [1, 2] and the method of moments (MoM) [3, 4] are very powerful numerical methods and widely applied to many electromagnetic problems. The MoM is efficient because only scatterers need to be discretized. The FDFD method is flexible when a complicated structure is analyzed, and the final matrix equation is a sparse one. The two methods were combined together [5] . Difference equations are set up inside the computational domain, and a boundary integral equation (BIE) is used as a global absorbing boundary condition to truncate the computational domain. Compared with local absorbing boundary conditions, this global absorbing boundary condition can be close to the object and should be more globally accurate. But because the BIE method is used on the boundary, the number of non-zero elements in the final matrix equation of the FDFD-BIE method rises rapidly, when a large object, such as a large array, is analyzed. The subentire-domain (SED) basis functions for the MoM were proposed [6, 7] and used to analyze large finite periodic metal arrays [8] [9] [10] . In this efficient technique, the periodic property is considered, and the mutual coupling is approximately treated, so the number of unknowns can be dramatically reduced. Accordingly, the efficiency is improved, and the cost of storage is reduced.
In this paper, the advantages of the FDFD method's flexibility and the MoM's high efficiency are taken, and finite periodic dielectric gratings are analyzed by combining the FDFD method, the BIE method and the SED basis functions. As shown in Figure 1 , three subdomains which include an element and its nearby elements respectively are discretized with Yee's cells [11] , and the classical FDFD equations are set up at the nodes of Yee's cells. On the boundaries of them, a boundary integral equation is set up, and rectangular pulse functions are used as sub-domain basis functions to represent the distributions of the tangential field and its normal derivative on the boundaries of the three sub-domains. The SED basis functions are extracted Figure 1 . The M elements are included in the M sub-domains, whose boundaries are close to the elements. Three adjacent sub-domains are separated from the M sub-domains in order to extract the SED basis functions for the whole grating. They are discretized with Yee's cells, and a boundary integral equation is set up on their boundaries. through the above process and adopted as the sub-domain basis functions for the boundary of the whole dielectric grating. After the Galerkin's procedure, the expansion coefficients of the SED basis functions can be decided, and accordingly the distributions of the tangential field and its normal derivative on the boundary of the whole dielectric grating are obtained. Then the radar cross section (RCS) of the dielectric grating can be computed through near-field to far-field (NF-FF) transformation. Additionally, before the mutualimpedance elements between the SED basis functions are calculated, the SED basis functions are modified through the wavelet method. Their expressions expanded by uniform rectangular pulse functions are changed to be expanded by non-uniform rectangular pulse functions with difference sizes, so the number of rectangular pulse functions which are used to represent the SED basis functions is reduced, and accordingly the number of inner product operations in calculating the mutual-impedance elements is reduced. The whole above process is described in Section 2 in detail. The numerical results of the method in this paper are given and compared with those of the classical full-domain FDFD method in Section 3. And some conclusions are following in Section 4.
FORMULATION

The FDFD-BIE Method
As shown in Figure 1 , the grating is uniform in the z-direction, and the M elements are included in the M corresponding sub-domains.
Here the case of TE wave is considered, and the case of TM wave can be handled in a similar way. When the grating is illuminated by TE wave, the following integral equation should be satisfied on the boundary.
where H t z and H inc z are the z-components of the total magnetic field and the incident magnetic field respectively. G(ρ, ρ ) is the twodimensional Green's function in free space. ρ and ρ are position vectors. n is normal to the boundary and outward of the sub-domains, and ∂ ∂n is n-directional derivative with regard to ρ . Three adjacent sub-domains are separated from the M sub-domains to extract the SED basis functions, which are based on the basic idea that the mutual coupling of a sub-domain with its neighbor sub-domains is dominant.
In case of strong mutual coupling, more than three sub-domains should be used to extract the sub-entire-domain basis functions so that the mutual coupling effect of a sub-domain with more its nearby subdomains can be taken into account. These sub-domains are discretized with Yee's cells, and the classical FDFD equations are set up at the nodes of Yee's cells. Rectangular pulse function U n (ρ) is adopted as sub-domain basis function to represent H t z and ∂H t z ∂n as follows on the boundary Γ which is composed of the boundaries of the three subdomains as shown in Figure 1 .
where N is the number of the sub-domain basis functions on the boundary of a sub-domain. After the above expressions are substituted into (1), (3) is gotten by the Galerkin's procedure.
where
Additionally, there exist the following two relationships between the unknown expansion coefficients in (2) After combining (3), the two relationships and the classical FDFD equations inside the three sub-domains, a matrix equation can be obtained as follows, which is a Schur complement system and can be solved in a parallel manner [12] .
where φ L , φ M and φ R are column vectors and represent the corresponding unknown total field values at all nodes of the Yee's cells in the left, middle and right sub-domains ∂n on the boundaries of the three sub-domains can be decided. It should be noted that the problem of three sub-domains only needs to be solved once to extract the SED basis functions for the whole grating. As for resonance cases of the boundary integral equation, a simple way could be used [13] .
The SED Basis Function
Here, the physical interpretation of a SED basis function is that it is the distributions of H t z and its normal derivative
∂n on the boundary of a sub-domain when only this sub-domain and its nearby sub-domains are illuminated and other sub-domains are ignored. For a grating, three kinds of the SED basis functions need to be considered which are corresponding to the leftmost sub-domain, the rightmost sub-domain and the middle sub-domains respectively, and the coefficients in the rectangular pulse function expansions of the three kinds of the SED basis functions are the elements of the column vectorsã L ,b L , the column vectorsã R ,b R , and the column vectorsã M ,b M respectively, which have been gotten from (4). The rectangular pulse function expansions of the three kinds of the SED basis functions can be uniformly expressed as
where the subscript l m represents 'L', 'R' or 'M ' for the leftmost sub-domain, the rightmost sub-domain or the middle sub-domains respectively, and depends on m. These SED basis functions can be used as sub-domain basis functions to represent the distributions of H t z and its normal derivative 
After substituting (6) into (1), (7) can be obtained by testing (1) with
When the expansion coefficients of the SED basis functions are decided from (7), the distributions of H t z and its normal derivative ∂H t z ∂n on the boundary of the whole grating can be gotten by substituting these expansion coefficients into (6) . Then the RCS of the grating can be obtained through NF-FF transformation.
Modify the SED Basis Functions with Haar Wavelets
The mutual-impedance element Z m,n in (7) can be further expressed as
From (8), it can be seen that the computation of Z m,n is very timeconsuming, as it needs 2N 2 inner product operations. The number of inner product operations can be reduced through reducing the number of rectangular pulse functions in (5) . Rectangular pulse functions are Haar scaling functions, so through a process which is similar to filter noise, the expressions of the SED basis functions expanded by uniform rectangular pulse functions can be modified to be expanded by nonuniform rectangular pulse functions with different sizes. Firstly, the coefficients (ã M,n ,b M,n ) in the expressions of the kind of the SED basis functions for the middle sub-domains are treated as follows. They are decomposed with Haar wavelets. α k,n and β k,n denote coefficients of scaling functions and wavelet functions respectively where k is the index of the level and n is the index of the coefficient within each level. When |β k,n /α k,n | is smaller than a threshold value, β k,n is set to be zero. If the coefficients of two adjacent wavelet functions in the same level are zero, the coefficients of the two corresponding scaling functions are further decomposed. After decomposing, the multi-resolution wavelet coefficients are reconstructed, and then the adjacent scaling functions are combined, if the coefficients of them are the same. Now the coefficients in the non-uniform rectangular pulse function expansions of the kind of the SED basis functions for the middle sub-domains are gotten, and the expansions for Sub-domain m are
where U U m,n and U V m,n are non-uniform rectangular pulse functions. And the relationship between the coefficientsã M,n ,b M,n and the coefficientsã M,n ,b M,n can be expressed as
The matrices A and B are decided by the above process of decomposing, reconstructing and combining. Now only N V N U + N V inner product operations are needed for calculating a mutual-impedance element, and N U and N V are smaller than N , so the efficiency is improved. For a large grating the contribution from the leftmost element and the rightmost element is a small part of the contribution from the whole grating. So the coefficients in the expressions of the kinds of the SED basis functions for the leftmost sub-domain and the rightmost sub-domain can be simply treated as 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The method in this paper and the classical full-domain FDFD method are used to analyze dielectric gratings respectively in order to compare their efficiencies. In both the two examples, the same element (see Figure 2 ) is adopted, and the number of elements is 60. In the first Figure 2 . The geometry of an element is shown above. Figure 3 and Table 1 , it can be seen that in both the two examples, the RCSs obtained by the two methods respectively are consistent, but the total computational times are largely reduced in the method presented in this paper, and this is more evident as the space l between the elements becomes large.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the FDFD method, IE method and SED basis functions are combined to analyze scatterings from finite periodic dielectric gratings. The classical FDFD equations and a boundary integral equation are set up inside sub-domains and on the boundaries of sub-domains respectively, and the SED basis functions are applied on the boundary of the whole grating. Through the wavelet method, the expressions of the SED basis functions expanded by uniform rectangular pulse functions are modified to be expanded by nonuniform rectangular pulse functions with difference sizes, in order to reduce the number of inner product operations in calculating the mutual-impedance elements between the SED basis functions. In the numerical examples, the RCS curves obtained by the method in this paper are in good agreement with those obtained by the classical full-domain FDFD method, but the computational times are largely reduced in the former. The additional advantage of the method in this paper is that unlike the classical full-domain FDFD method there is no need to store and solve large matrix problems in it. Extracting the SED basis functions with more sub-domains may be a way to improve the accuracy of the method, and the investigation of this is our further work. 
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